Lip Balm

Step-by-Step Instructions (1/2)

Who we are!
We are Coscoon and we are enthusiastic about do-it-yourself
stuff. This is one of our DIY kits for natural cosmetics created
with passion and love. Enjoy making your own natural cosmetics!

1.

Melt the wax completely in the beaker in a water bath.

2.

Heat the oil composition slightly in the vial, shake well, add
to the wax, melt and stir.

Ingredients:
Oil composition, beeswax, plant butter

3.

Remove the pot from the hob and add the vegetable butter
to the beaker. Melt them with the residual heat in a water
bath.

4.

When all ingredients are dissolved, remove beaker from
water bath. Wipe dry from below so that no water gets into
the solution.

5.

Now distribute the solution carefully and evenly into the
lipstick tubes. Fill only to ¾ and put the beaker back into the
pot to keep the mixture liquid.

6.

Wait about ﬁve minutes until a small hole appears in the
middle of the stick. Then ﬁll up the tube completely,
resulting in a smooth ﬁlling with a small cap.

Accessories included:
Tubes, spatula, beaker, gloves
Additionally required:
Pot for water bath, spoon, clean cloth or kitchen paper
Features:
4 x 7,5g
Done in approx. 40 min
Sufﬁcient for approx. 6 months

Prepare your workspace by thoroughly cleaning all utensils and
surfaces. Please follow the instructions during the process. Use
up all provided components during a single manufacturing
process. By maintaining a hygienic working method, you ensure
an optimal product!

Step-by-Step Instructions (2/2)
7.

After ﬁnishing the products, quickly clean the used
accessories with kitchen paper and remove any coarse
residue. This allows the accessories to be easily cleaned in
the dishwasher later on.

8.

Allow the lip balms to harden for about two hours.

9.

Date the labels and stick them on the tubes.

Attention:
Even natural cosmetics can cause allergic reactions.
Please test on a small skin area before using. Coscoon
products are pure natural cosmetics. They can vary in colour and
smell. For external use only. Do not use if you are allergic to any of
the ingredients. Not suitable for children under the age of 3. Keep
out of children's reach!

Product Application
The LipBalm is suitable for all skin types. It is a beautiful and
useful companion through everyday life. Make sure you do not
make the use of it an unconscious habit, but rather use it to
support your natural skin barrier. In winter in particular, the
mineral oil free and non-water based care stick protects the
sensitive skin of your lips and is invaluable on cold days!
Shelf Life:
If used in a hygienic manner and stored in a cool and dry place, the
lip balm will not expire before 6 months after manufacturing.
Colour and consistency may vary. As long as your product smells
well, it is safe to use.
Further important to us:
Our food-safe and fully recyclable raw material packaging is easy
to clean and can be re-used as compact, securely sealable storage
containers in the kitchen and on the go.
We manufacture our products in a climate neutral way. Which
means that we identify the amount of CO2 produced by our
company and help reduce it by supporting climate protection
projects.

